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What is Stress?
Stress is -

The mental, emotional, and physiological response 

of the body to any situation that is new, 

threatening, frightening, or exciting.
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What is Stress?

• Stress is a feeling that's created when we react 

to particular events. 

• It's the body's way of rising to a challenge and 

preparing to meet a tough situation with focus, 

strength, stamina, and heightened alertness.
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What is a stressor?
Stressor: 

• An event that causes Stress.
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Homeostasis

Homeostasis -

• Homeostasis refers to the ability of all life to 

maintain a stable internal environment 
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Equilibrium

A natural state of equilibrium

• The body's attempts to maintain this balance by 

constantly reacting to external forces that 

attempt to disrupt this fine balance.
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Questions
1. Define Stress.

2. Describe a situation that you had to deal with stress.
– How did you handle the situation?
– Was it handled positively or negatively?

3. How might you have handled it to make it more 
positive?
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Different kinds of stress??

There are 2 kinds of stress:

* Distress

* Eustress

Types of  Stress



Distress

A harmful response to a stressor that produces 

negative events (Discomfort).

Distress is a negative stress because of changes in our routine. 

• Loss of motivation

• Reduces effectiveness

• Physical, mental, and behavioral problems
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Distress

There are two types of distress. 

• Acute stress is an intense stress that arrives and disappears 

quickly.

• Chronic stress is a prolonged stress that exists for weeks, 

months, or even years.
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Examples of Distress

Failing a test or class

Fighting with friend or family member

Dealing with divorce

Being late
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Eustress

A healthful response to a stressor that produces a positive 

result (excited or motivated)

• Enables concentration

• Increases performance

• Energizes you into motion
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Examples of Eustress

Performing in a competition (play/sports/dance)

Taking a test

Giving a presentation

Moving into a new home
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Perception

Perception – the act of becoming aware through 
the senses.

How much the stress of an event affects you, however, depends in part 
on your perception of it 

Example: based on your perception you might believe that a 
disagreement with a friend has ruined your relationship.
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Life Changing Scale









General adaptation syndrome (G.A.S.)

A model that explains the body’s short-term and long 

term reactions to stress.

Includes three stages: 

1. Alarm or reaction

2. Resistance or Adaptation

3. Exhaustion or Recovery

Response to Stressor



Alarm
The immediate response to a stressor.

Physical responses are set in motion called the Fight-or-Flight response.

– It last for a second or less

– This prepares the body for life-threatening situations

– the immune system being depressed, making us susceptible to 

disease.

– This response is automatic
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Fight or Flight

• When we perceive a significant threat to us, then our 

bodies get ready either for a fight to the death or a 

desperate flight from certain defeat.
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So What?

When you are this aroused, you are not thinking 
straight.

You also may become aggressive and unpredictable

Watch out for angry red faces, cold and clammy skin, 
signs of a dry mouth, increased breathing rates and 
jitteriness from activated muscles (in yourself, as well 
as others).
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Resistance or Adaptation
• As the stressor continues, the body uses reserves to maintain 

homeostasis.

• The body may or may not have enough reserves 

• As we become used to the stress levels, we initially become more resistant 

to disease, which leads us to believe we can easily adapt to these more 

stressful situations. 

• However, this is only the immune system fighting to keep up with 

demands and expectations, but requires it to work at abnormally high 

levels.
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Exhaustion or Recovery

The body functions in a diminished capacity because reserves have been 
exhausted.

Recovery occurs if reserves can be regained faster than the resistance 
stress depletes them or if the stress is reduced/eliminated

Parts of the body literally start to break down and we become sick.

If we continue to fight this situation, we may even die.
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What if the stress continues?

If stress continues your body becomes 

extremely tired or fatigued
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Physical Effects from stress
• Frequent colds and infections

• Nervousness and shaking

• Ringing in the ear

• Cold or sweaty hands and feet

• Dry mouth and difficulty swallowing

• Clenched jaw and grinding teeth

• Loss of sexual desire and/or ability

• Low energy

• Headaches

• Upset stomach 
• Diarrhea 

• Constipation 

• Nausea

• Aches, pains, and tense muscles

• Chest pain and rapid heartbeat

• Insomnia
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Psychological Effects from stress

§ Anxiety 

§ Restlessness 

§ Worry 

§ Irritability

§ Lack of focus 

§ Burnout

§ Drug or Alcohol Abuse

§ Smoking

§ Forgetfulness 

§ Changes in appetite 
§ Overeating - Under eating 

§ Crying spells 

§ Relationship Conflicts

§ Procrastinating 
§ Avoiding responsibilities

§ Depression
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Cognitive Effects from stress

• Constant worrying

• Racing thoughts

• Forgetfulness and disorganization

• Inability to focus

• Poor judgment

• Being pessimistic or seeing only the negative side
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Emotional Effects from stress

• Becoming easily agitated, 

frustrated, and moody

• Feeling overwhelmed
(like you are losing control or need 

to take control)

• Having difficulty relaxing and 

quieting your mind

• Feeling bad about yourself 
(low self-esteem), lonely, worthless, 

and depressed

• Avoiding others

• Anger 

• Feeling insecure 
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Questions

4. Name the two types of 
stress.

5. Give 3 examples of a 
positive stress.

6. Give 3 examples of a 
negative stress.

7. In your own words 
define Homeostasis

8. In your own words 
define Equilibrium

9. What are the three 
stages of G.A.S.?

10. What happens during 
the Alarm stages?
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What type of person are you?

Type A
Behavior pattern 
characteristic of a hard-
driving, overambitious, 
aggressive, at times hostile, 
and overly competitive 
person

Type B
Behavior pattern 
characteristic of a calm, 
casual, relaxed, and easy-
going individual



What type of person are you?

• Type A – competitive, over achiever, things done on time.

• Type B – calm, relaxed, laid back, flexible, analytical.

• Type C – detail oriented, not assertive, suppress wants, needs and desires.

• Type D – negative outlook on life, fear of rejection, prone to depression.



Stress-management Skills

Techniques used to cope with the 

negative effects of stress
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Healthy Ways to Manage Stress

1. Get enough sleep

2. Participate in physical activities

3. Manage your time 
(make to-do lists)

4. Talking with family and friends 
(share feelings with someone you can trust)
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Healthy Ways to Manage Stress

5. Write in a journal 
(helps you express feelings)

6. Keep a sense of humor 

7. Take a break- do something for yourself!

8. Perform relaxation techniques 
(deep-breathing, and imagery)
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Physical activity

Reduces muscular tension

Metabolizes the increased hormones, which were 

triggered by the fight-or-flight mechanism and 

brought about by the physiological changes
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Physical activity

Although exercise does not get rid of the stressor, 

it helps a person cope and prevents stress from 

becoming a chronic problem.
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Progressive muscle relaxation

A stress management technique that involves

progressive contraction and relaxation of 

muscle groups throughout the body
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Breathing exercises

§ A stress management technique wherein the 

individual concentrates on “breathing away”

the tension and inhaling fresh air to the entire 

body
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Stress Reduction Activity
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Questions
1. Would you use this method to stress management technique 

in your life? 
Why?  or Why not?

2. What did you like about this activity?
Why?

3. What did you dislike about this activity?
Why?

4. What are some stress management  techniques you use? 
List them and explain why you use these techniques?
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Stress Management #1

Stress management techniques work 

best when it is a lifestyle and not a 

response to a particular event
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Stress Management #2

Physical health is the base for all successful 

stress management techniques.

Eating right, sleeping right and getting moderate 

exercise are the building blocks of good stress 

management.
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Stress Management #3

There are 3 things we think we can control:
1. The environment

2. Other people

3. Ourselves

“But if only…my teacher would not give me so much homework. I’d be O.K.”

“…if my friends would be nicer to me, my stress would go away.”

“…if I could just get the school to bend the rules just this once.”
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1. Environment

You can try to change the environment 

You may be able to change the environment to try to 

reduce the amount of Stress (demand).
•Examples:

• Turn off your cell phone when you need to concentrate

• Organize your room and desk so that you can find things.

• Have a “do not disturb” sign on your door.
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2. Other people
You can try to change other people.

Most of us figured out this is not very productive method to 

management stress.

• Examples:
• Other people just don’t seem to want to change for us

• Even if they say they do, they don’t ever change

• Even if they change it takes so long, we can’t wait

You might want to consider other techniques to control stress.
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3. Ourselves

1 - You can change yourself

Stress (demand) is usually determined 

by our lack of skills.
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3. Ourselves

2 -You can change yourself

The first thing to do is take an inventory of our skills 

and decide whether we need to learn new skills or 

practice the ones we have so we are better at them.
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How people fail to manage stress #1

1. “if I ignore it, it will go away.”

It may go away…but there will be more right 

behind it.
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How people fail to manage stress #2

2. “Other people cause my stress.”

You can only control your response to other 

people.
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How people fail to manage stress #3

3. “Next time I will do it differently.”

Unless you plan for changing what you do 

and learn new skills, chances are you will do 

the same thing.
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How people fail to manage stress #4

4. “If I just learn this one new thing, I will be fine.”

Stress management is lifestyle, not a single event, 

that incorporates daily physical and mental health and 

lifelong learning of new skills to become more 

competent at responding to the demands of life.
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The BIG Recap #1
1. Stress is a nonspecific response of the body to any 

perceived demand.

2. Too much stress or too little stress affects 
performance negatively.

3. Things about which we have little experience or few 
skills to handle are perceived as more demanding.

4. Stressors will show up at any point in time in your 
life.
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The BIG Recap #2
5. The foundation of stress management is a healthy 

lifestyle.

6. You can learn new skills which will make you more 

able to handle demands (stress).

7. You can practice the skills you have to become more 

efficient at using them.
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Questions
11. List 3 of the 4 reasons people fail to manage stress.

12. What are the 3 things people think they can change?

13. What is the one thing a person can change?

14. List 3 of the 7 of the BIG RECAP points.

15. How do stress management techniques work the best?
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